
Engaging Families through Diversity
Virtual Exchange as a Community 

Engagement Tool



About Reach the World
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Mission

▪ Reach the World makes the benefits of travel accessible to classrooms, inspiring 

students to become curious, confident, compassionate global citizens. Enabled by our 

digital platform, classrooms and volunteer travelers explore the world together.

Vision

▪ Our vision is to build a pipeline of globally competent students and educators who will 

succeed in and steward the 21st Century global community.



Introductions!
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RTW Globe Ball Game
Be prepared to answer these two questions when 

the “ball” comes to you:
▪ Tell us your name, site, what country your right thumb 

landed on when you caught the “ball”, and one fact you 

know about it

▪ What countries are represented in your site’s community?



Our Secret Sauce: The Travelers
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Voices From the Field

Melissa’s Journey to Switzerland and Morocco

▪ Fall 2017 

▪ Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholar

▪ St. Prex, Switzerland

▪ Havana, Cuba →Naples, FL

▪ Emory University (Atlanta, GA)

▪ WHEDCo Program at P.S./I.S. 218 

http://reachtheworld.org/jennifers-journey-spain
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Melissa and Family Engagement with WHEDCO & P.S./I.S. 218

● Family Engagement with WHEDCO students’ families

■ WHEDCO family members participated in a bilingual videoconference with 

Melissa

■ Asked questions about studying abroad and Swiss culture

■ Shared food and traditions from their own cultural backgrounds 



Using Virtual Exchange in Family Engagement 

● Using Virtual Exchange to learn about cultures around the world can open a 
conversation about the diverse cultures in your community

● Reach the World’s website (reachtheworld.org/journeys) has publicly-available 
articles from our travelers that center on a variety of topics and can be used to 
prompt community/family engagement activities
■ Autobiography Journals: Focus on community members’ diverse identities 

and desires to explore the world
■ Food: Share foods from community members’ native cultures
■ Traditions: learn about and celebrate traditions from community members’ 

native cultures
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Traveler Content: A Multifaceted Educational Resource

● What else can Reach the World’s traveler articles be used for?  
■ Family engagement is just the tip of the iceberg
■ Traveler content is interdisciplinary and can be used as the basis for a wide 

range of educational activities and projects.

● Example: Using Reach the World content as a STEM resource:
■ Community Field Notes merge Global Education, STEM, and community 

problem solving.
■ Activity: Read Marta’s Communities Field Note and use it as a jumping-off 

point to plan a STEM lesson/activity  
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Takeaways
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▪ I can use virtual exchange to open conversations about my site’s 

cultural backgrounds

▪ I can plan fun, interdisciplinary family engagement activities

▪ I understand how Reach the World’s online content can be used as an 

interdisciplinary resource in informal education


